Ref. PD/XII Plan/Radiation Shielding/Rad-1

Dated 30-09-2015
Due dated 25-10-2015

Inviting Quotations
Sealed quotations are invited from reputed Manufactures /Authorized Agents for the
purchase of "Shielding of Lead bricks/Material" for COMPTION SCATTERING
SET-UP having the specifications given below.
S.No.
1.

Item
"LEAD SHIELDING"
for Compton scattering
set-up

Specifications
1. Standard lead (Pb)
bricks/Material
2. Design should meet the
radiation safety and security
features.

Each interested Manufactures /Authorized agents/Vendors have to visit the site (Department of
physics & Astrophysics, University of Delhi) of experiment and need to submit the design along with
the following requirements before the due date (before 5:30 P.M on 25-10-2015).

The quotations must be accompanied by the following:
1. Two kinds of quotations may be submitted for each item with separate envelop, one technical
quotation consisting of all technical details along with commercial terms and conditions, and financial
quotation containing item price for the item mentioned in the technical quotation
2 The quotations should be inclusive of all taxes/VAT, handling/delivery charges, maximum
educational discounts etc. and should be valid for a minimum of 90 days. If the prices of the quoted
equipment is in foreign currency (US Dollar or Euro) the FOB (and also CIF Delhi and include all
taxes, delivery and installation charges) should be mention along with and without L/C charges if
applicable. Name and address of the company on whose name the L/C is to be opened should be clearly
mentioned.
3. Warranty conditions should be mentioned for each item quoted.
4. Quotation should also mention time required to deliver and install (if require) the system.
5. University reserves the right to order items with better quality over lower price and to accept or
reject any or all the quotations without assigning reasons thereof.
The quotations should reach the undersigned on or before 5:30 P.M on 25-10-2015.

Head
Department of Physics & Astrophysics
University of Delhi, Delhi-110007

